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ABSTRACT 

 

Platform ecosystems have become dominant structures shaping a range of markets. Despite the 

increasing research attention placed on platforms and their ecosystems, the basic model comprising 

the platform and its sides does not consider the constellation of firms that has emerged to assist 

complementors in creating and capturing value. We define these actors as composing a “second-

order ecosystem” (SOE). SOE actors provide a variety of services to complementors on a particular 

platform to improve their performance. Their innovations create strategic challenges for the 

platform and indirectly affect the whole ecosystem's evolution. We explain the origins and function 

of SOEs and discuss the multivalent impacts they have on the positions and strategies of 

complementors, platform owners, and other side(s). We close by identifying future research 

directions  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I. Introduction  

Over the past three decades, digital platforms have become significant forces in an 

increasing number of industries and economic sectors, developing into the dominant institutional 

form of the digital age (Gawer, 2021a; Kretschmer et al., 2022). Consequently, platforms and 

associated ecosystems are now at the center of a field of research that has concentrated on the 

strategic questions confronting the platform firm and the primary actors that constitute what 

Altman, et al. (2022) define as the “managed ecosystem”.1 Specifically, scholarly enthusiasm for 

platforms has stimulated a rapidly growing body of research on how platforms emerge, compete, 

and achieve dominance (Boudreau, 2010; Chen et al., 2022a; Cusumano et al., 2019, Eisenmann 

et al., 2011; Gawer, 2014; Jacobides et al., 2018; Parker et al., 2016; Rietveld & Schilling, 2021; 

Tiwana, 2014), and, more recently, on the strategic challenges faced by complementors as they 

interact with or through the platform to deliver their offerings to users (Cenamor, 2021; Chen et 

al., 2022b; Cutolo & Kenney, 2021; Nambisan & Baron, 2019).  

However, the narrow conceptualization of platform-organized economic spaces overlooks 

the emergence and strategic relevance of an increasingly large and heterogeneous population of 

actors that focus their business specifically on catering to complementors' needs. Consider the case 

of Airbnb. In response to the operational and strategic challenges faced by the hosts, a remarkable 

proliferation of firms materialized to provide a wide variety of services ranging from guest check-

in and cleaning to more complex and specialized services such as data analytics and various 

software programs (Sigala, 2018). This paper discusses the general phenomenon characterizing 

 
1 Despite the greater consistency among platform scholars on the elements posited as constituting a platform 

ecosystem, namely the platform firm, the complementors whose value-creating interactions are enabled and 

mediated by the platform, and the users (e.g., Ceccagnoli et al., 2012; Cennamo and Santaló, 2013; Wareham et 

al., 2014), extant research in strategic management and entrepreneurship tends to focus exclusively on the 

interaction between the platform owner and its complementors (e.g., Gawer & Cusumano, 2002; Gawer & 

Henderson, 2007; Jacobides et al., 2018). 



the organic emergence—independent of platforms' architecture and design choices—of actors that 

support complementors in value-creating and capturing activities. We term this community of 

actors as forming a "second-order ecosystem” (SOE).2 

Recognizing the existence of SOEs and their impacts on platform dynamics is crucial for 

a more nuanced understanding of the strategic environment within which both the platform owners 

and complementors operate. SOEs serve complementors with a rich and diverse set of specialized 

services such as platform-specific consulting and market insights, or support in manufacturing, 

distribution, financing, and advertising. These activities directly improve how complementors 

structure and run their businesses on the platform, thereby increasing their capabilities to generate 

value on the platform and for the platform. Moreover, although SOEs operate outside the 

traditional boundaries and rules set by the platform, their innovations and business models may 

also, indirectly, alter the relationships between complementors and the platform firm, and even 

shape the evolutionary dynamics of the platform ecosystem itself.  

To illustrate how SOEs might affect the platform firm and its ecosystem, we return to the 

Airbnb example.  The appearance of property-management services for Airbnb hosts 

professionalized the rental process, improved the guest experience, and simplified the hosts' 

activities, thereby attracting many more properties to Airbnb, allowing it to become the largest 

hospitality service in the world. On the other hand, they also provided software solutions to reduce 

the friction of listing properties on multiple platforms, diminishing the distinctiveness of Airbnb's 

offerings vis-à-vis its other competitors (e.g., VRBO) and weakening Airbnb's grip over the hosts. 

These services also shaped Airbnb's business model, as one of the company's responses was to 

 
2 A number of platforms have additional sides (e.g., advertisers, delivery drivers) around which may emerge 

another separate SOE. We are treating them as separate from the complementor-side SOEs but occupying 

theoretically similar roles and having similar effects on the platform and the other ecosystem participants.  



acquire several of these property-management services to integrate their technology and service 

into the Airbnb platform.  

Despite this economic and strategic relevance for platform dynamics, the SOE 

phenomenon has gone unnoticed in the extant research on platforms and related ecosystems. This 

oversight limits our ability to fully understand the processes and mechanisms by which SOEs 

affect complementors' value-creation activities, the relationship between the platform and 

complementors, and ultimately the evolution of platforms’ strategy and structure.  

To address this issue, we advance a more comprehensive model of platforms by theorizing 

on the origins and function of SOEs within platform-managed ecosystems. Our work promises to 

enhance understanding of all platform participants' positions, operations, relationships, and 

strategies by illustrating SOEs’ multivalent and evolving impacts on them. Finally, we highlight 

how SOEs necessarily reframe the ongoing conversation on platforms, drawing upon this new 

framework to outline a future research agenda on the topic. 

I. Background literature 

Management research on platforms and related ecosystems has advanced rapidly over the last 

decade (Adner, 2017; Hou & Shi, 2021; Jacobides et al., 2018; McIntyre & Srinivasan, 2017), 

dominated by three distinct theoretical perspectives: one inspired by industrial economics (Evans, 

2003; Rochet & Tirole, 2003), another from technological design (Baldwin & Clark, 2000; 

Sanchez & Mahoney, 1996), and the third embracing an inter-organizational lens (Gulati et al., 

2012).  

These three perspectives have conceptualized a platform ecosystem either as multi-sided 

markets whose existence depends on platform firms’ ability to recruit two or more distinct groups 

of users and mediate their transactions (Evans & Schmalensee, 2016), as modular technological 



architectures that enable the emergence of an ecosystem of peripheral complementary 

product/service providers (Baldwin & Woodard, 2009), or as new organizational structures for 

value creation and capture characterized by functional interdependencies and power asymmetries 

between complementors and platforms (Altman et al., 2022; Gawer, 2014; Kretschmer et al., 2022; 

Stark & Pais, 2021). 

Across these perspectives, the fundamental theoretical model represents platform ecosystems 

as organizational phenomena constructed and managed by a platform firm and encompassing only 

the actors whose actions and relationships are directly intermediated by that firm (Altman et al., 

2022; Jacobides et al., 2018; Kretschmer et al., 2022). Consequently, ecosystem dynamics are 

framed and discussed with the assumption that the ecosystems’ boundaries, membership, and roles 

are determined almost entirely by the platform owner’s design choices, which de facto determine 

the structure of action within the ecosystem, i.e., its participants and their relationships (Adner, 

2017, Gawer 2021; Iansiti & Levien, 2004; Jacobides et al., 2018, Kretschmer et al., 2022).  And 

yet, as scholars have started incorporating the complementors’ perspective into this model 

(Cenamor, 2021; Cutolo & Kenney, 2021; Hänninen & Smedlund, 2021; Nambisan & Baron, 

2019), it has become evident that this narrow conceptualization of platform-organized economic 

spaces omits an increasingly large population of specialized service providers that have emerged 

to assist complementors operating in the platform-managed ecosystem (Altam et al., 2021). 

Shifting the focus from the platform firm to the complementors shows that they operate in a 

field of competition that is increasingly complex (Cenamor, 2021), conditioned by pervasive 

uncertainty (Curchod et al., 2020; Nambisan & Baron, 2019),3 and structured in ways that are 

 
3 Note that this uncertainty includes but is not limited to conventional Knightian uncertainty (Knight, 1921; McMullen 

& Shepherd, 2005; Shane & Venkatraman, 2000): much of the platform uncertainty is endogenous, self-interested, 

and opaque as it is generated by the actions and reactions of the platform firm that sets and modifies the terms of 



meant to serve the platform’s goals and interests (Altman et al., 2021; Boudreau & Hagiu, 2009; 

Chen et al., 2022; Cutolo & Kenney, 2021). As a platform’s managed ecosystem grows and 

matures, complementors must deal with increasingly challenging competitive dynamics 

(Boudreau, 2012; Cenamor, 2021) and power asymmetries that limit their strategic flexibility and 

affect their performance (Aguiar & Waldfogel, 2021; Cutolo et al., 2021; Jacobides & Lianos, 

2021; Rietveld et al., 2020).  

If one recenters the focus on the complementors, it becomes evident that an evolving 

community of specialized service providers has emerged as an entrepreneurial response to the 

operational and strategic opportunities that have arisen from the unique needs of the 

complementors operating in platform-managed ecosystems. We call this emergent community of 

providers a platform's second-order ecosystem as it serves the needs of one or more sides of the 

primary platform ecosystem. These emergent constellations of actors are depicted in Figure 1. 

------------------------------ 

     Figure 1 about here 

------------------------------ 

 

We describe the SOE as a phenomenon—a distinct, emergent, and significant aspect of modern 

platforms and related ecosystems. Distinct in that we can define SOEs as a construct with a distinct 

population, characteristics, and boundary conditions, emergent in that the properties these SOEs 

(and that of the entities that constitute them) manifest are the result of opportunities that 

materialize, and significant in that these ecosystems shape the nature and performance of 

complementors, of platform firms, and of the ecosystem itself. In what follows, we build on and 

extend the existing platform and ecosystem research by developing the concept of SOEs. 

 
engagement for all the participants (Boudreau & Hagiu, 2009; Curchod et al., 2020; Cutolo & Kenney, 2021; 

Nambisan & Baron, 2021 ).  



II. Second-Order Ecosystems  

Theoretical constructs are “conceptual abstractions of phenomena that cannot be directly 

observed” and have been established for purposes of scientific observation and explanation 

(MacCorquodale & Meehl, 1948; Suddaby, 2010: 346). While clear constructs are not a substitute 

for theory (Sutton & Staw, 1995), they are the building blocks of strong theory and a vital early 

step in theory construction. The construct of SOEs represents an abstraction not of the actors 

involved but rather of its quality as a distinct, emergent, and significant aspect of digital platform 

ecosystems. Clear constructs require a precise, yet parsimonious definition, that allows categorical 

distinctions between them and other concepts and well-articulated scope conditions, or contextual 

circumstances within which such constructs apply (or not). This section explicates each with 

regard to SOEs. 

Distinct. SOEs are distinct populations with common characteristics that reflect dedicated 

strategies, capabilities, and resources focused on serving the needs of a platform side, most often 

the complementors, that are participating in a particular platform ecosystem. This definition 

includes firms dedicated to serving complementors within a single platform, such as rental-

management services that serve landlords using Airbnb (e.g., AirConcierge), firms providing 

mobile app data and analytics for developers on the App stores (e.g., AppAnnie), or talent and 

marketing agencies for social media influencers (e.g., Famebit). It also includes larger firms that 

have built dedicated products and services addressing the needs of complementors on a particular 

platform or category of platforms. For instance, Shopify has become an SOE actor within the 

Amazon ecosystem, as its ordering, fulfillment, and data-analytics services integrate with the 

Amazon platform to offer complementors the option to implement a multi-channel strategy. In 

other cases, it is complementors who, in their praxis, identify a product/service that would be of 



value to other complementors. To illustrate, many successful YouTubers turned their experiences 

into structured online courses where they teach newcomers how to build and grow a YouTube 

channel. The diversity of platforms, complementors on each platform, and goods and services SOE 

actors provide make an exhaustive inventory of SOE actors beyond the scope of this paper.4 

Emergent. Importantly, this evolution of platform ecosystems into much more complex 

webs including the SOE firms is only partially the product of explicit choices made by platform 

architects. SOEs are neither designed nor directly managed by platform firms (Altman et al., 2021). 

Instead, SOE actors and their services are entrepreneurial responses to the opportunities created 

by the needs of complementors and their relationship with the platform. They resemble a classical 

ecological ecosystem in that they are communities of loosely coupled actors characterized by their 

co-evolutionary dynamics with complementors and the platform firm in ways that foster adaptation 

and change. SOEs typically emerge from and co-evolve with the unique properties of the particular 

ecosystem within which they operate and which, as we discuss later, they affect.  

Significant. Finally, SOEs are theoretically significant in explanations of the nature, 

performance, and evolution of complementors, platform firms, and the platform managed 

ecosystems as a whole. This is because the business practices SOE actors introduce can facilitate 

adaptations of the existing configuration of ecosystem dynamics. In serving complementors, SOE 

actors have direct impacts on their performance as they make available knowledge and services 

that support complementors in their value creation and capture goals (Sigala, 2018; Zhang et al., 

 
4 In addition to a clear definition, the scope conditions of a theoretical construct are the parameters that define which 

empirical phenomena fit within the construct and which do not (Walker & Cohen, 1985). For SOEs to serve as a useful 

construct in identifying and investigating a particular empirical phenomenon, the conditions under which this construct 

applies require clarification. SOEs may be distinguished from those firms that provide undistinguished goods and 

services to complementors within a platform. For example, complementors on YouTube or Instagram use a camera to 

capture and a computer to edit and publish their content. To the extent that software and hardware companies have 

not developed specific goods and services addressing the particular needs of such complementors, they would not 

represent SOE actors. 



2022).  In addition to improving performance, SOE actors can also mitigate some of the power 

asymmetries that complementors experience vis-à-vis the focal platform (Cutolo & Kenney, 2021; 

Jacobides & Lianos, 2021).  

The existence of SOEs also has important indirect implications for other ecosystem 

participants. SOE firms can improve the performance of the platform firm. For example, by 

brokering best practices among complementors, SOE actors can support the platform's efforts and 

speed the diffusion of product and process innovations (e.g., Bishop, 2020). Moreover, SOE firms 

may improve a given platform relative to competing platforms by lowering the cost of entry for 

complementors to join and/or by reducing failure rates among existing complementors (e.g., 

Sigala, 2018). Conversely, in other cases, the activities of one or more SOE actor can even threaten 

a platform's competitive position by weakening the platform’s hold on the complementors or even 

increase the ability of competing platforms to “poach” the platform’s complementors. Similarly, 

SOEs may benefit other platform side(s) when they improve the complementors’ offering quality 

and characteristics, but they can also deceive and harm another side(s) or even the platform itself. 

To illustrate, the booming market for fake reviews generates bad information that can result in 

actors on another side(s) making non-optimal decisions (He et al., 2022; Tadelis, 2016; Wu et al., 

2022). 

To summarize, large platform ecosystems can foster a proliferation of SOE actors offering 

a remarkable variety of services or products to complementors that can powerfully impact, in 

strategically significant ways, the competitive and evolutionary dynamics within platform 

managed ecosystems. In the next section, we discuss the effects SOE actors can have on the various 

platform ecosystem actors and provide illustrative examples from a range of platforms. 



III. The Effects of Second-Order Ecosystems on Platform Dynamics 

Despite the ease of entry and tremendous business opportunities for complementors 

(Dushnitsky & Stroube, 2021), competitive dynamics on platforms are characterized by two 

dominant issues: increasingly complex competitive dynamics (Boudreau, 2012; Cennamor, 2021; 

Kapoor & Agarwal, 2017; Rietveld & Eggers, 2018) and the difficulties of operating under 

conditions of asymmetric power relationships with the platform firm (Balsinger et al., 2022; 

Curchod et al., 2020; Cutolo et al., 2021; Nambisan & Baron, 2021; Rietveld et al., 2020). 

SOEs emerged organically to serve complementors in competing more effectively against 

other complementors and navigating the uncertainties and the risks of platform ecosystems. Initial 

studies found that these services affect the complementary product markets and hence the whole 

ecosystem (Sigala, 2018) and suggested that further research would help the field to better 

understand how these new yet already important market structures emerge, grow, and evolve over 

time (Thomas et al., 2022). In this section, we discuss some of the impacts that SOE actors have 

on platform ecosystem actors. We divide these impacts between direct effects on the 

complementors and the indirect effects on the platform firms and the other side(s) of the platform. 

As we will demonstrate, the effects of SOE actors individually on complementors and platform 

firms and collectively on the ecosystem may vary from inconsequential to existential.  

III.a - Direct Effects of SOE Actors on Complementors  

The focal relationship for SOE actors is between individual SOE actors and a complementor.  

As discussed previously, these are primarily traditional buyer-supplier relations, as SOEs are 

independent actors providing specific resources and services that enable complementors to operate 

more effectively. SOE offerings vary by platform and by the distinctive niches of the 

complementors within a given platform ecosystem (for example, content creators, sellers, app 



developers, etc.), and this diversity reflects the evolving needs of the complementors and the 

organic nature of the SOE actors that emerge to service them. However, SOE services respond to 

the two fundamental dimensions of platform competition: competing with other complementors 

and managing the risks that stem from the power asymmetries endemic to these competitive arenas. 

Returning to the Shopify example, in presenting its services to Amazon complementors, the 

company touts their ability to help complementors address these two principal functions, 

emphasizing the opportunity for complementors to improve their competitiveness via increased 

buying features and mitigate platform-specific risks by enabling their ability to multi-home. To 

quote from the Shopify website5:    

[Shopify] gives ecommerce businesses a unique opportunity. You can use Amazon to sell 

certain products and help improve brand awareness, as well as create an online store 

where you control the experience and the data, and save money on fees. Use both a branded 

web store and marketplaces to complement each other. This reduces customer dependency 

on a single sales channel but also provides customers an option for additional 

discoverability and buying features.  

Thus, in developing our theoretical framework, we focus on these two fundamental dimensions of 

the direct effects of SOE actors on complementors: improving complementors’ individual 

competitiveness within the platform ecosystem and mitigating individual complementors’ 

platform-specific risks.   

Competing more effectively within the platform ecosystem 

 Platform managed ecosystems are fiercely competitive environments for complementors due 

to numerous interrelated complexities, such as the remarkable number and variety of competitors, 

 
5 https://www.shopify.com/blog/sell-on-amazon. Accessed on 04/16/2022 

https://www.shopify.com/blog/sell-on-amazon


often crowded into very narrow categories (Boudreau, 2012; Kapoor & Agarwal, 2017), the rapid 

pace of technological and governance changes at the platform level (Chen et al., 2022a; Rietveld 

et al., 2020), and the underlying heterogeneity in the platform user base (Panico & Cennamo, 2020; 

Rietveld & Eggers, 2018). While digital platforms provide complementors with many resources 

to create value within the ecosystem (Ghazawneh & Henfridsson, 2013), these highly standardized 

resources make it difficult to gain and sustain competitive advantage because they do not regard 

the evolving complexity and specificity of the challenges that individual complementors face 

(Foerderer et al., 2019; Hein et al., 2019), how competitive dynamics evolve as the platform 

ecosystem matures (Boudreau, 2012; Cenamor, 2021; Panico & Cennamo, 2020; Rietveld & 

Eggers, 2018), or how these resources are organized to encourage complementor behavior 

favorable to the platform (Ghazawneh & Henfridsson, 2013).  

SOEs alleviate what can be seen as a market failure by offering specialized consulting, 

products or services that improve complementors’ process capabilities or product offerings, 

enabling them to operate more effectively on the platform. These offerings may directly address 

the challenges complementors face in serving customers or developing their complementary 

products (Kapoor & Agarwal, 2017; Ozalp et al., 2018). For instance, some SOE actors develop 

and sell algorithmic pricing services to complementors on platforms such as Amazon and Airbnb 

(Harrington, 2022; Johnson et al., 2020). Other organizations, termed “multichannel networks” 

(MCNs), offer promising YouTubers various services including assisting in audience 

development, content programming, editing services, creator collaborations, digital rights 

management, monetization, and/or sales (Gardner & Lehnert, 2016). 

In other cases, SOE offerings can augment complementors’ capacity to create value. As we 

mentioned earlier, third-party providers of specialized data such as AppAnnie or SocialBlade have 



emerged and offer the complementor information on how to identify potential users or target 

profitable market segments. These data providers mitigate the disadvantages that accrue when 

platforms own all of the data and only provide complementors data that is in the platform’s interest 

for the complementors to have (Clough & Wu, 2022; Gregory et al., 2021). This has resulted in an 

increasing number of data-provision businesses that scrape the websites or use the platform's APIs 

to collect and analyze platform-specific data that, when aggregated and analyzed, can be of value 

to the complementors. To illustrate, specialized actors termed “Mobile Intelligence Providers” 

compile data from the app stores that complementors can use to track progress, create release 

strategies, and benchmark themselves against competitors. Similarly, in the hotel industry, third-

party providers of revenue-management software take advantage of the platforms’ technological 

architecture to provide complementors with data-management and analysis services (Balsinger et 

al., 2022). 

Because the SOE is composed of a diverse population of largely unregulated actors, not 

surprisingly, some SOE actors have emerged that, while operating within the technical parameters 

of the platform, assist complementors in manipulating the platform affordances to gain an 

advantage over other complementors (Petre et al., 2019). For instance, there are thriving markets 

for services that provide positive reviews of complementors’ products/services6 (He et al., 2022: 

Wu et al., 2022), and it is also possible to hire SOE actors to mount attacks meant to sabotage 

competitors’ businesses with negative reviews (Hunt, 2015; Zhang et al., 2016) or even use bots 

to artificially increase click-throughs and engagement, thereby leading the platforms’ algorithms 

to detect and punish “detected” rule violations (for example, Nguyen, 2021).  

 
6 This included any other measures implemented to increase complementors' reputation within the 

ecosystem—e.g., there are “click farms” from which a musician on Spotify can buy “listens” that increase their 

visibility and performance metrics (Drott, 2020). 



Mitigating platform-specific risks  

Platform-organized markets are, by nature, precarious for complementors (Curchod et al., 

2020; Nambisan & Baron, 2021), and conditioned by the contradictory logics and power 

asymmetries that characterize the relationship between complementors and the platform owner. 

Complementors are vulnerable to the actions of the platform and have incentives to adopt strategies 

to mitigate its power over them (Balsinger et al., 2022; Cutolo et al., 2021; Wen & Zhu, 2019; Zhu 

& Liu, 2018). As complementors grappled with the risks intrinsic to platform managed 

ecosystems, SOEs emerged to provide services that directly improve complementors’ ability to 

respond to platform-specific risks. The impact of SOE actors on this tension between the platform 

and complementors is illustrated by the three different types of support provided to reduce their 

complementors’ dependence on the platform. 

The first support type consists of services that make it possible for complementors to generate 

off-platform income streams, thereby weakening the control that the platform has over its 

complementors (Hagiu & Wright, 2021; Wang & Miller, 2019). For example, Patreon was 

established by two entrepreneurs to create alternative income streams for YouTubers and, more 

recently, Instagram influencers. As an SOE actor, Patreon enables artists and influencers to “port” 

the audience they develop on the focal platform to other sites where they can offer exclusive 

content, community, and deeper engagement (Gu & Zhu, 2020; Zhou et al., 2021). As a result, 

they help to loosen the control that the focal platform has over the complementors. Another 

example is Famebit, which created a platform that allows advertisers to connect directly with 

potential influencers to sponsor product placements in their YouTuber’s videos (Burgess & Green, 

2018).  



Second, SOE actors can also provide mechanisms for complementors to multi-home, i.e., 

operating on multiple platforms. Cross-platform development and placement often presents a 

major challenge for complementors, as it can require significant investment (i.e., specialization) at 

both the product and platform ecosystem level (Anderson et al., 2014; Tavalei & Cennamo, 2021; 

Tiwana, 2014). SOE-developed services can lower the barrier to offering similar products on 

different platforms (Chen et al., 2022; Kapoor & Agarwal, 2017), and/or different channels (Wang 

& Miller, 2019). These products or services range from interface software to individual consulting 

services that can reduce the costs of and assist complementors in successfully diversifying 

platforms. To illustrate, the startup Mechdome developed a conversion tool for app developers that 

automatically ports Android apps to Apple iOS and OS X apps without needing to learn how to 

use the integrated development environments or application programming interfaces.  

Third, SOE actors can provide guidance on how to leverage the system of algorithms that 

govern the platform markets (Bishop, 2020; Cutolo et al., 2021). The central intermediation, yet 

opacity, of algorithms in managed ecosystems shapes the relationships between complementors 

and their market (customers, users, viewers, etc.), and between them and the platform firm (Altman 

et al., 2021; Curchod et al., 2020; Stark & Pais, 2021). In response to such opportunities, SOE 

actors have emerged and developed specialized knowledge about various aspects of the platform's 

operation. For example, social media consultants emerged to help content creators design 

appropriate hashtag strategies to improve visibility, appeal demonetization or bans, and advise on 

a myriad of other platform-specific issues. 

Of course, in such unregulated and opaque environments, SOE services do not always deliver 

their promised benefits. For instance, given the hazy line between what platforms deem illegitimate 

manipulation and legitimate strategy (Petre et al., 2019), there is an entire netherworld that assists 



SOE actors in undertaking practices that violate platform policies (Wu et al., 2020).  Moreover, 

and not surprisingly, in such unregulated and often anonymous marketplaces, there are predatory 

consultants and suppliers who take advantage of the complementors.  

Given the Kafkaesque opacity of platform-organized markets within which both the technical 

and contractual rules of operation can be changed suddenly and without warning (Caplan & 

Gillespie, 2020; Eaton et al., 2015) and the mostly unregulated nature of the SOE, there is ample 

space for opportunistic behavior by unscrupulous or incompetent SOE actors. To illustrate, the 

New York Times reported that there are a growing number of “Instagram gurus” that sell 

mentorship or classes that promise to help complementors achieve success, that are, in fact, 

predatory.7  

As we have described in this section, SOE services support the complementors in competing 

more effectively and mitigating their vulnerability. However, the impacts of SOE actors can also 

extend to the other ecosystem actors. On one hand, SOEs can reinforce the platform’s business 

model and improve the quality of its offering to users. And yet, on the other hand, their services 

may weaken or even negate the control a platform has over its complementors. Obviously, in these 

latter cases the SOE actor can threaten the platform’s business model and can elicit a variety of 

strategic responses from the platform’s owner. In the next section we will discuss the dimensions 

of these indirect effects. 

III.b - Indirect Effects of SOE Actors 

The services that SOEs provide not only affect the complementors, but also can impact the 

focal platform and the other platform side(s). As was the case regarding the direct effects on 

 
7 Herrman, J. 2021. Is There a Secret to Success on Instagram? New York Times (January 26) 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/26/style/instagram-growth-hack.html 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/by/john-herrman
https://www.nytimes.com/by/john-herrman
https://www.nytimes.com/by/john-herrman


complementors, the indirect effects on other ecosystem actors can vary dramatically. Complicating 

matters even further, the effects and implications of services offered by SOE actors for the platform 

and the other ecosystem actors are dynamic and may shift over time as SOE actors’ service and 

the platform ecosystem itself evolve (Rietveld et al., 2020).  

Indirect effects on the platform firms  

As an intermediary, the platform firm’s success is predicated upon the value created by the 

complementors (Jacobides et al., 2018; McIntyre & Srinivasan, 2017). It is their offerings that 

attract the users, driving both the platform’s scalability and profitability (Cennamo & Santalo, 

2019; Gawer, 2021a). This intermediate position of the platform firm means that it can be affected 

in multiple ways by the offerings SOE actors provide to complementors. By strengthening and 

improving complementors’ capabilities, some SOE actors may indirectly strengthen the scale and 

profitability of the platform firm. For example, when SOE actors help professionalize the 

complementors and improve the value that they create (Sigala, 2018), they ultimately improve the 

platform’s offerings.  

Other SOE actors can broker (recognize, adapt, and disseminate) best practices across 

complementors for both general business practices as well as effective interactions with the 

platform firm. As an example, a study by Bishop (2020) of two well-known YouTube advisors 

found that their efforts reinforced the advice that YouTube itself provided. In this way, they 

supported the platform by encouraging conformity to platform-desired behaviors (Ceccagnoli et 

al., 2012; Tiwana et al., 2010; Wareham et al., 2014). SOE services can also benefit the platform 

and enhance its innovative potential, as it is the innovation by complementors that lead Cusumano 

et al. (2019) to term certain platforms “innovation platforms.” In addition to enabling 

complementors’ innovations with dedicated services, SOEs form a dynamic locus of innovation, 



as these actors can also develop and demonstrate new capabilities and/or offerings that the platform 

can incorporate, effectively extending the functionalities of the platform. 

SOE actors can reduce barriers to entry for complementors joining a platform, whether through 

education, consulting, or specific products or services that reduce the uncertainty, time, and 

expense of establishing a platform-based business. In addition, they can interfere with platforms’ 

boundary decisions by influencing the composition of the sides constituting the ecosystem (Gawer, 

2021b). To illustrate, the formalization of property-management services for Airbnb eased the 

entrance of real estate investors that purchased properties with the goal of converting them to short-

term Airbnb rentals. For Airbnb, the emergence of these larger-scale property owners was positive, 

as it increased the appeal of the platform to a wider multi-segment audience (Cocola-Gant & Gago, 

2021). These illustrative examples reflect positive indirect effects on the platform firm, whose 

success is predicated upon ensuring that their complementors continue to create value—of which 

they capture some share (Cennamo & Santalo, 2019; Gawer, 2021a; Kapoor & Agarwal, 2018). 

However, as discussed in the previous section, in cases where some SOE services strengthened 

the position of the complementors vis-à-vis the platform, this ipso facto weakens the power of the 

platform firm. The key to platform-managed ecosystems is the structure that ensures control over 

the complementor’s activities (Altman et al., 2021; Cutolo & Kenney, 2021). Under certain 

conditions, the services offered within SOEs may undermine this control, thereby reducing a 

platform’s capability to capture more of the value generated or even retain its complementors.8 

More directly, SOE actors may assist complementors in evading the platform’s rules and game the 

platform firm’s algorithms to appear in more searches, reduce payments, or inflate user reviews. 

This may result in a degradation of trust in the platform ecosystem by other sides and may 

 
8 For example, the power of the YouTube influencer results from the “stage” that YouTube gives them, but if 

they generate off-platform income, YouTube does not capture any of that revenue stream.  



undermine the platform’s control over the quality and curation of the ecosystems’ offerings (He et 

al., 2021).  

In a more fundamental challenge, SOE actors can enable complementors to disintermediate the 

platform firms by creating channels for direct communication between complementors and other 

sides of the platforms (Gu & Zhu, 2020; Ladd, 2021), eroding the platform’s control of the 

connection nexus. For instance, the Famebit business model was a service that let brands seeking 

product placements or partnership deals connect directly with YouTubers— effectively 

disintermediating YouTube.  

The remarkable diversity of SOE actors results in them having an equally remarkable variety 

of impacts on the platform itself. As we have shown, some of their services encourage 

complementors to conform to the platform’s requirements and thus reinforce the platform’s power 

and efficiency—one could argue that they make the complementors more dependent even though 

it increases their profits. Other SOE actors provide services that can, in part, redress the power 

asymmetries that the complementors experience in relation to the platform. Moreover, for the 

platforms, SOEs can have contradictory impacts over time. Returning to the FameBit example, it 

had an initial positive effect in that it provided more income to the YouTubers it served, who could 

barely survive on the meager ad income. In this respect, FameBit incentivized them to create more 

videos. However, as FameBit grew, the YouTubers discovered that influencer marketing could 

generate significant income outside the platform’s control. For YouTube, this threatened its entire 

advertising business model. In this case, the SOE service evolved from a useful adjunct to a threat 

that required a response: In 2016, YouTube acquired FameBit and later renamed it BrandConnect. 

Indirect effects on the alternative side(s)  



SOE services for one side of the platform can impact other platform sides (e.g., users, 

viewers, advertisers, delivery partners, etc.). SOE actors may offer solutions that optimize product 

offerings (i.e., introducing better search terms, better features, better targeting), marketing, and 

fulfillment in ways that improve their overall ease of use and the experiences of platform users. 

They can also have positive impacts on the other side(s) by providing mechanisms for 

circumventing the platform’s intermediary functions (Gu & Zhu, 2020; Zhou et al., 2021). For 

instance, Podcorn enabled podcasters to build sponsorship arrangements directly with advertisers. 

Similarly, there are a host of SOE actors that enable hotels to migrate potential guests from travel 

platforms to their own loyalty plans, direct marketing, reservations, and payment systems 

(Balsinger et al., 2022). In these cases, the SOE decreases the cost of the transaction or makes it 

more efficient in some way.  

However, SOE services may also have negative effects on the other side’s welfare. For 

example, for YouTube’s advertisers, the SOE’s provision of fake views means they are paying for 

valueless views. Similarly, the market for counterfeit reviews may be particularly harmful to users, 

as it erodes the long-term trust in the review and reputation system, which is crucial for the 

platform ecosystem to flourish (Einav et al., 2016; He et al., 2021; Tadelis, 2016).  

In summary, this section explored the ways in which the business models introduced by 

SOE actors to assist complementors in creating and capturing value can have impacts on both 

the platforms and other platform sides. While our discussion has focused on discrete effects, we 

recognize that the impacts of SOE actors’ services can combine and interact in ways that can,  

in certain cases, even shape the platform ecosystem’s evolution and the resulting market 

structures.  



IV. Discussion 

Research on online platforms has evolved in recent years, moving its focus from 

platform owners to the large ecosystem of actors that cluster around a successful online platform 

and supply complementary products and services (Ceccagnoli et al., 2012; Curchod et al., 2020; 

Nambisan & Baron, 2021; Zhu & Liu, 2018). This more recent literature highlights that 

complementors face novel and evolving challenges in building and sustaining a competitive 

advantage due to the growth and expansion of platform-managed ecosystems (Boudreau, 2012; 

Cusumano et al., 2019, Kapoor & Agarwal, 2017). Moreover, it recognizes that complementors 

are increasingly forced to develop strategies that mitigate the power asymmetries and 

paradoxical tensions that characterize platform-managed ecosystems (Altam et al., 2021; 

Cutolo et al., 2021; Rietveld et al., 2020; Wang & Miller, 2019). Yet, this emergent stream of 

research overlooks the conceptual and strategic implications that such a change of perspective 

suggests—specifically, the emergence of a heterogeneous set of actors within an SOE that help 

complementors deal with these complex problems.  

In this paper we make two main contributions. First, we explore and discuss the intricate 

set of business activities that develop in the SOEs that organically emerges around the 

complementors, outside the direct control of the platform firm. Second, we elucidate the 

strategic impacts that SOEs have on complementors, the platform firm, and the alternative sides. 

By introducing the SOE as a distinct, emergent, and significant aspect of platforms and related 

ecosystems, we challenge some of the underlying assumptions of platform theory that adopt 

what might be termed a Ptolemaic model of platform ecosystems centered around the platform 

firm. Our purpose has been to shift the conceptual emphasis away from the platform firm and 



promote a Copernican perspective that permits us to rethink the elements that constitute 

platform ecosystems, the relationships between them, and ultimately the dynamics regulating 

the evolution of these systems.  

Besides recognizing the roles and the effects of SOEs, there are still many more questions to 

be answered in addition to the ones featured in this paper. Recognizing SOEs will be particularly 

generative for four important themes of platform research, namely competition within platforms, 

competition between platforms, platform governance, and also the evolutionary dynamics of 

platform ecosystems.  

Theme 1: Within-platform competition 

The growth of platform ecosystems is making the role of complementors increasingly 

relevant. As such, research is increasingly focused on the competition within platform ecosystems 

(Cenamor, 2021; Kretschmer et al., 2022). For instance, research has shown that the competitive 

dynamics within platform ecosystems are increasingly complex due to the variety of different 

complementors and the speed at which they change (Boudreau, 2012; Cenamor, 2021), the 

evolving preferences and behavior of users (Panico & Cennamo, 2020; Rietveld & Eggers, 2018), 

and, perhaps more importantly, the competitive dynamics between platform owners and 

complementors (Wu & Zhu, 2019; Zhu & Liu, 2018). These advances have only begun to consider 

the challenges facing complementors as they build their businesses in the complex business 

environments characterizing platform-organized markets (Cutolo et al., 2021). Moreover, with a 

limited understanding of the offerings and tools provided by SOEs, researchers and entrepreneurs 

seeking to understand complementor strategy (Cennamor, 2021; Helfat & Raubitschek, 2018) miss 

out on the important aspect of complementor agency. If we recognize that complementors’ 

competitive dynamics are conditioned by the activities and services provided by the SOEs’ actors, 



we can develop more comprehensive and realistic analysis and practitioner advice on the 

capabilities needed to create and capture value in platform-managed ecosystems. To illustrate, the 

strategies and affordances provided by SOE actors will be important variables for understanding 

some of the most fundamental strategic decisions for complementors, such as multi-homing and 

product placement. Recent empirical work found that for optimal performance “complementors 

should increase their investments and efforts within a specific product category and expand its 

scale across various platform ecosystems … or they should increase their investments and efforts 

within a single platform ecosystem while achieving scope benefits across various product 

categories in that platform ecosystem” (Tavalei & Cennamo, 2021, p. 2). However, as many of our 

examples illustrate, complementors can benefit greatly from leveraging the resources provided by 

SOEs to overcome the complexities and specialization trade-offs that moving across and within 

platform ecosystems imply for them. Future research could investigate how the interaction 

between SOEs and complementors alters the combinations of scale and scope choices that could 

ensure optimal decision-making.  

Theme 2: Inter-platform competition 

Inter-platform competition is one of the most developed areas of platform ecosystem research 

(Cennamo & Santaló, 2019; Eisenmann et al., 2011; Hagiu & Wright, 2015; Rietveld & Schilling, 

2021; Rochet & Tirole, 2003). SOE actors influence the competitiveness of platforms in ways that 

have not attracted sufficient attention, therefore there is a considerable opportunity for research. 

For instance, one productive area for further investigation is the impact of SOEs on the factors 

shaping if and when dominant platforms get displaced. SOE actors can facilitate growth and 

improve the performance of the population of complementors as their services add value to 

complementors’ offerings and ease their operations on the platforms. In this way, an SOE may 



increase the dominance of incumbent platforms versus new entrants by influencing defensibility 

drivers such as the network effect and offering quality (Zhu & Iansiti, 2012). SOEs thus can 

contribute to incumbents' competitive advantage over rivals, even as, in other cases, they can assist 

new entrants in displacing a dominant platform by reducing complementors’ dependence 

(Cennamo & Santalo, 2013; Cennamo et al., 2018). SOE actors in fact can support complementors 

on a dominant platform to also participate, for relatively incremental cost, on other platforms 

(Tavalei & Cennamo, 2021). For example, SOEs may create applications for creative content 

sharing on multiple streaming platforms (e.g., posting short-form videos across Instagram, 

Snapchat, and TikTok) or posting rentals on Airbnb and VRBO. This will affect the value 

proposition of the incumbent platform’s offerings (Crane, 2019) and increase the willingness of 

customers to search more broadly and, consequently, reduce costs of user acquisition for emerging 

platforms.  

Theme 3: Platform governance and coordination strategies 

Platform governance and coordination strategies are one of the most important areas of focus 

in platform research (Altaman et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2022b; Rietveld & Schilling, 2021). The 

key efforts platform owners undertake are ensuring that ecosystem members’ actions are aligned 

with the ecosystem logic (Boudreau & Hagiu, 2009; Iansiti & Levien, 2004; Wareham et al., 2014). 

This includes the design of boundary resources so that they maximize engagement and generativity 

while constraining low-quality outputs (Cennamo & Santalo, 2019; Ghazawneh & Henfridsson, 

2013; Tiwana et al., 2010). Prior research approached these tensions mostly by conceptualizing 

platforms as controlled and managed environments (Altman et al., 2022), where platforms set rules 

for user participation and engagement on both sides of the market (Tiwana et al., 2010, Wareham 

et al., 2014). Future studies might examine the implications of extending the boundaries of the 



existing governance frameworks to consider SOEs and their evolving impacts on the ecosystems’ 

members. This would offer an opportunity to advance a more holistic and dynamic perspective on 

platform governance research, one that captures the evolvability of the platform-managed 

ecosystem (Kyprianou, 2018; Rietveld et al., 2020; Tiwana et al., 2010; Wareham et al., 2014).  

In this respect, platform-governance mechanisms need to embrace the changing nature of 

ecosystems and define how ongoing decisions are made about the activities of SOEs. When and 

under what conditions should platforms encourage, emulate, or prohibit the activities of SOE 

actors? For instance, several studies have highlighted the importance of certification as an 

important and effective governance mechanism (e.g., Aguiar & Waldfogel, 2021; Elfenbein et al., 

2015; Rietveld et al., 2021). Already many business software platform firms certify preferred 

SOEs and use these programs to structure their roles and manage the overall ecosystem. Further 

explicating conditions under which platform firms should engage in the selective promotion of 

SOE actors and their services is another rich area for future work. 

Theme 4: Evolutionary dynamics of platforms 

Research on how platforms and related ecosystems evolve is still immature (de Reuver et al., 

2018; Gawer, 2021b; Rietveld & Schilling, 2021), particularly from a perspective that considers 

how the ecosystem structure changes in response to the diverse activities and contributions of 

ecosystem participants (Staub et al., 2021). In this respect, future research could investigate the 

co-evolutionary processes through which the technology and/or functionalities of a digital platform 

and the innovative potential distributed across SOE actors mutually influence each other. This 

perspective offers (at least) two fruitful sub-areas of research.  

First, we invite researchers to better understand platform firms' motives for, modes of, and 

consequences of vertically integrating (or not) into the SOE space. Previous research shows how 



platforms may choose to expand scope through acquisitions (Gawer, 2021b). In serving 

complementors, SOEs identify and develop novel interactions and features that the platform firm 

may recognize as valuable innovations and attempt to block, replicate, acquire, or pursue 

partnerships with the SOE actor—any of which could alter the ecosystem’s evolutionary trajectory. 

For example, YouTube acquired FameBit and rebranded it as YouTube BrandConnect; replicated 

the services of SOE actors providing merchandise to create YouTube Merch; and partnered with 

SocialBlade to offer creators another resource for viewing information about other channels and 

seeing analytics about their own channel. In further developing insights on platform expansion, it 

will also be helpful to look into why platform firms might pursue any of these strategies, how these 

motivations change during different phases of a platform’s and, of  course, the SOE actor’s life 

cycle. More generally, do different SOE actor strategies have different impacts upon ecosystem 

evolution? 

Second, following the observation that the SOE impacts on the platform and its ecosystem 

are determined by the specific service provided and, very importantly, the evolutionary potential 

of the platform’s business model, future research will benefit from studying how these impacts 

evolve. SOE presence in the early stage of a platform lifecycle may help the platform in winning 

the race for network effects that leads to a market tipping point. That’s because as we discussed, 

SOEs can provide incentives for new complementors to join the platform and improve their 

competitive performance, thereby growing network effects across the sides. Conversely, as 

platforms mature, the capabilities of SOE actors, while benefiting the complementors, may begin 

to compete or conflict with the platform firm’s attempts to prioritize its own profit-seeking 

strategies (Gawer, 2021a; Rietveld et al., 2020). In this case, what initially appeared to be a 

peripheral and innocuous ancillary activity may evolve to even threaten the platform's competitive 



position. Accounting for the temporal nature of these dynamics could help develop a richer 

understanding of how platforms’ evolutionary trajectory is influenced by SOEs during the platform 

life cycle. 

V. Conclusion 

Research on the dynamics of platforms and their ecosystems has made remarkable progress. 

However, the significant economic and strategic activity taking place in the second-order 

ecosystems of platforms that serve complementors has been largely overlooked. This is not 

surprising, as the traditional model of platforms has relegated the SOE and their activities to 

background noise within the managed ecosystem (Altman et al., 2022). We show how recognizing 

the SOE and its impacts would yield a more comprehensive yet nuanced understanding of the 

competitive and strategic dynamics in platform-managed ecosystems. 

The characteristics of the SOE are quite different from that of the managed ecosystem, which 

is highly constrained by the boundary resources provided and terms and conditions mandated by 

the platform. The SOE represents a diversity of actors that serve the complementors of a platform 

and reflect the diversity of their needs — needs that are emergent, often specific to the particular 

platform, and discovered or created through entrepreneurial efforts. The largest SOEs are 

exceptionally dynamic, with services proliferating for several reasons. First, platform ecosystems 

represent new markets spawning new firms, whose needs and opportunities continue to emerge 

and evolve. Second, while many services are physical and thus bounded, the entire platform 

consists of software and data, and many of the services are the product of what Jonathan Zittrain 

(2008) terms the “generativity” of the digital. An example of this is the reservation software that 

allows hosts to list their properties on Airbnb and VRBO simultaneously. In this case, the software 

uses the boundary resources of both platforms to create a new and valuable product simplifying 



multi-homing. Finally, less constrained by the restrictions of the platform firm, SOEs represent 

arenas for experimentation and diffusion where both challenges to and opportunities for the 

platform’s evolution are most likely to emerge. 

In this paper, we have illuminated a neglected but important set of actors in the platform 

economy (Kenney & Zysman, 2016). These actors—platform firms and complementors— 

understand the importance of monitoring innovations in the SOE. Many of the new services 

added to platforms are responses to and the absorption of innovations introduced by SOE actors. 

For example, Airbnb acquired various property management services (e.g., Luckey Homes, 

Proprly) to provide a more complete package to its complementors and presumably bind them 

more closely to the platform. For policy-makers, understanding and even encouraging the 

growth of the SOE could assist in curbing platform power. For those seeking to understand 

platform-complementor relationships, considering the impact of the SOE would seem to offer 

an opportunity to enrich our understanding of platform dynamics. We hope our framework will 

inform and inspire future strategy and platform-based entrepreneurship research.  
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Figures 

 

Fig. 1. Traditional Platform Ecosystem Model (left) and an enriched model recognizing the Second-

Order Ecosystem (right). 
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